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CHAPTER  I 
INTRODUCTION 
The  Importance of the Problem 
The importance of the problem presented by the over-aggressive 
prin»ry pupil  can be justified by what the teachers  generally talk about 
after the last school bus  leaves, and they can take an easy breath. 
Almost invariably it is the  over-aggressive behaviors of children, 
especially those who are always hitting and hurting someone else, 
pushing in line, destroying school materials, bullying,  disobeying, 
quarreling, or having temper tantrums. 
It is believed that an up-to-date study to  find what the 
authorities have  said about the  causes of over-aggression in the 
primary school  child will be valuable to  the teachers,  and also in- 
directly helpful to the pupils themselves. 
Jmportanoe to the Teacher 
There are many teachers who are keenly interested in every 
phase of the  ohild'e development, and who know that every reaction of 
the  child is a symptom of his health or ill-health.    Surely they will 
find the  survey and  study helpful and useable. 
Very often when  one goes into a classroom to observe,  the 
first thing one notices is the  behavior of the over-aggressive  child. 
So much of the teacher's time and energy is  spent in trying 
to eliminate the over-aggressive behaviora of children.    May this 
survey and study be important, and helpful to the teacher in finding 
the solution to children's over-aggressive  soeial acts, and to consider 
the over-aggressions in children as symptoms and not as causes. 
If something can be done to help the teaoher to eliminate to 
some extent the over-aggressiveness in the primary school ohildren, 
the following conditions reported by Cutts and Moseley will also be 
amelioratedi 
"The seriousness of this aspeot of the problem of discipline 
is shown by the fact that every second hospital bed in the United 
States is occupied by a mental patient and every tenth person now 
seems doomed to be incapacitated for a longer or shorter period by 
a severe nervous disorder.    Its seriousness is also  shown by the 
reoord of 1,433,812 major crimes in the United States in a reoent 
year.    The figures tell a tale  of human loss and suffering that no 
one can read unmoved. 
If a majority of those  committed to  institutions were not 
cured and able to resume everyday life,  the toll taken by mental 
ill-health and crime would oripple our  civilisation.    If a large 
number can be   cured,   it stands to reason that in many cases their 
breakdown oould have been prevented."1 
The teachers, who are responsible for the care and guidance of 
primary school children,  can have a big part in the remedying and 
preventing to a great extent, these startling facts that have been 
given. 
It is very interesting to note that Helen Bott sayst 
"Teachers and mental hygienists are looking at the   child from 
considerably different points of view is apparent.    Teaohers rank 
as most important the aggressive, anti-social forms of misbehavior. 
Mental hygienists are oonoerned more with general sooial sanctions 
but more  specially with the personal adjustment of the individual 
ohild."2 
1. Cutts, Norma E. and Moseley, Nicholas.     Practical Discipline 
and Mental Hygiene.    Bostont    Houghton, 1941.    p.  3. 
2. Bott, Helen.    Adult Attitudes to Children's Misdemeanours. 
Bulletin No.  8.    The University of TorontoPress,  1937.    pp. 1-Z1« 
s 
Certainly the teacher often finds that the misdemeanours disturb 
the   classroom and ruin the day for her and the pupils*     If the teaoher 
can reoeive help in dealing with the over-aggressive forms of misbehavior, 
their preventions,   causes, and cures,  then she will have time to deal 
with the non-social or withdrawing and shy behaviors. 
It is hoped that the teachers will find this survey and study 
helpful in giving guidance in finding the  solution to the problems of 
the over-aggressive misbehaviors.     It may also  help the teaoher to 
assimilate her experiences and turn them into an increased understanding* 
This  study will be justified if it will help the teaoher to 
lead the  ohild toward the type of fruitful attack or a healthy 
sublimation which will bring about a more satisfying adjustment to 
the difficult situation* 
Importance to Other Pupils 
This survey or study can prove very important and worth- 
while for the other pupils in the following waysi 
1. Instilling the idea of respect for the dignity of the 
individual, a democratic attitude or "climatic condition" for the 
other person or persons* 
2. Elimination of the disturbing forms of behavior that 
upset the   classroom routine, and make it difficult for the other 
pupils* 
3. Establishing a more pleasing and happy atmosphere. 
4*    Saving time for the other pupils to participate in the 
worth-while activities of learning* 
Importance for the  Child Hlmaelf 
The over-aggressive  ohlld himself may receive   great benefit 
through the application of sound principles to his use*    Some of these 
ares 
1*    He will be happier and more satisfied by having found a 
healthy sublimation for his over-aggressiveness. 
2*    He will have better habits of health and conduct. 
3.    He will have a more pleasing personality* 
4*    He will have a better out-look on life beoause his ohanoes 
of promotion and success are more assured* 
Statement of the Problem 
The title of this thesis ist A Survey and Evaluation of the 
Professional Literature On the Over-Aggressive Primary School Child* 
1930-1948. 
The sub-problems aret 
1.    What is  said in the professional literature concerning the 
causes of over-aggressionf 
2*    What is  said in the professional literature  concerning the 
preventions and cures? 
3. What in this literature is most promising for use by the 
primary teacher? 
Soope of the Problem 
This surrey and evaluation is restricted to the professional 
literature related to the primary grades in the years from 1930 to 
and including 1948. 
Definition* of Over-Aggression 
John Dollaxd and others sayi 
• • • "the ooourenoe of aggressive behavior always presupposes 
the existence of frustration and, contrariwise, that the existence 
of frustration always leads to some form of aggression,"3 
Another definition that is given 1st 
"Frustration is any interference with a goal response or with 
the instrumental acts leading to it.    Examples of aggression inolude 
such diverse forms of behavior as  complaining,  hitting, insulting, 
spreading rumors, and even self-demeaning and suicide   (aggression 
directed toward the self*) 
Three factors that determine  strength of instigation to 
aggression*    These aret     (l) strength of instigation to the 
frustrated response*    The more powerful the drive behind the 
original activity, the greater is the probability that aggression 
will ensue upon frustration*     (2) Degree of interference with the 
frustrated response*     (3) Number of frustrated response sequences."* 
Dollard and others reporta 
"Aggression is not always manifested in overt movements but 
may exist as the oontent of a phantasy,  or dream or even a well 
thought-out plan of revenge*     It may be directed at the object 
which is perceived as causing the frustration or it may be  dis- 
placed to  some altogether innocent souroe or even toward the self, 
as in masoohism, martyrdom and suicide.    The target of aggression 
quite as readily may be inanimate as animate* 
Although the frustration-aggression hypothesis assumes a 
universal oausal relation between frustration and aggression, it 
is important to note that the two oonoepts have been defined 
independently as well as dependently.    The dependent definition 
of aggression is that response which follows frustration,  reduoes 
only the seoondary, frustration-produoed instigation, and leaves 
the strength of the original instigation unaffeoted.    Frustration 
is independently defined as that condition which exists when a 
goal-response suffers interference.    Aggression is independently 
defined as an aot whose goal-response is injury to an organism (or 
organism-surrogate)• 
3* Dollard, John and others. Frustration and Aggression* 
New Haveni    Yale University Press, 1939.    p. 1. 
4. Encyclopedia of Psychology* New Yorkt Philosophical 
Library,  1946.    pp. 216-2T6. 
In general it may be said that* with the strength of frustration 
held oonstant, the greater the anticipation of punishment for a 
given act of aggession,  the leaa apt that aot is to ooourt    and 
aeoondly, with anticipation of puniehment held oonstant, the  greater 
the strength of the frustration, the more apt aggreaaion ia to ooour. 
.   .   .  the etrongeat instigation, aroused by a frustration, is to 
acts of aggression directed against the agent perceived to be the 
source of the frustration and progressively weaker instigations 
are aroused to progresaively leaa direct acta of aggresaion." 
Mothoda of Attaok 
To prove the title of thie eurvey and study,  and also to  secure 
any helps the following sources were carefully checked! 
Palfrey, Thomas R. and Coleman,  Henry E. 
Ouide to Bibliographies of Theses - United States and 
Canada* 
2nd edition.    Chioagoi    American Library Association, 1940. 
54 pp. 
United States.    Library of Congreaa. 
Catalogue  Division. 
List of American Doctoral  Dissertations. 
Waahingtoni     Government Printing Office, 1913-1938. 
Monroe, Walter Scott and Shores, Louis. 
Bibliographies and Summaries in Education. 
New Yorkt    The H. W. Wilson Company,  1936.     470 pp. 
United States.    Offioe of Education Library. 
Bibliography of Research Studies in Eduoation. 
Washington!     Government Printing Offioe, 1929-1943. 
Good,   Carter, Victor, editor. 
Dootor»s Theses Under Way in Eduoation,   Journal 
of Eduoational Research,  January issue,   1930-1944. 
Gray, Ruth A*, editor. 
Dootor'a Theaea in Education!    A list of 797 Theses 
Deposited with the Offioe of Eduoation and Available 
for Loan.    Offioe of Eduoation, 1935.    No. 60. 
Waahingtoni     Govemnent Printing Offioe,  1935.    69 pp. 
5. Dollard,  John and others,  op_. oit.,  pp. 10-39. 
Barstad,  Anvor and others* 
Register of Doctoral Dissertations Accepted in 
Partial Fulfillment of the Requirements for Degree 
of Doctor of Philosophy, Vol. 1,   1899-1936. 
Teachers College Bulletin,  28th Series, No. 4, 
February 1937.    New Yorki    Teaohers College,  1937. 
136 pp. 
New York University.    Washington Square Library* 
Lists of Doctors'  and Masters' Theses in Education* 
New York University,  1890-June,  1936.    New Yorki 
New York University,  Sohool of Education,  1937.    117 pp. 
Northwestern University. 
List of Doctoral Dissertations.   •   .    1896-1934* 
Evanston,   Illinois!    The University,  1936. 
Educational Index:    A Cumulative Author and Subjoct 
Index to a 
Selected List of Educational Periodicals, Books and 
Pamphlets.    Mew Yorki    The H. W. Wilson Company, 
1930-1944* 
The Bibliographic Indexi 
A Cumulative Bibliography of Bibliographies, 
New Yorki    The H. W. Wilson Company,  1938-1944. 
Educational Abstracts.    Albany, New Yorki    1936-1944. 
Selected References in Education. 
Chioagoi    University of Chicago,  1933-1938. 
Doctoral Dissertations Aooepted by American 
Universities.    New Yorki    The H. W. Wilson 
Company,  1934-1944* 
The  survey of the literature revealed no study relating to 
over-aggression in the primary school  child* 
A further thorough survey of the literature was made through 
the Bduoation Index and the Card Catalogue of the Woman's College, 
Greensboro,   N.  C. 
Another thorough survey and study was made of the literature 
through the Educational Index and the Card Catalogue of the University 
of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, *• C. 
CHAPTER II 
THE  CAUSE OF OVER-AOGRESSION  IN PRIMARY 
SCHOOL CHILDREN 
Percival H.  Symonds1  says that many authors have pointed out 
that the principal  oauae of over-aggressive behavior in primary school 
children is  the  inability to  secure  "fulfillment of the fundamental 
psychological needs."    In developing this idea,  it will be the purpose 
of the investigator in this  chapter to discuss some of the theories of 
over-aggression found in the literature on the subject, to examine the 
sources of aggression, and to describe many of the deficiencies in home, 
school,  and community conditions which tend to produce this type of 
behavior. 
In scrutinizing the theories on over-aggression in primary 
school children, it is interesting to note those  suggested by Breoken- 
ridge and Vincent.*    One hypothesis is that children show anger,  dis- 
obedienoe,  or jealousy when they attempt to seek attention and that the 
best method to combat this type of oonduct is to ignore it and to teach 
the youngsters better ways of seouring consideration. 
There is also the theory that aggression is  counted among the 
basic instincts and that one should let it have its way when it appears 
1. Symonds,  Peroival M.    Mental Hygiene of the School Child, 
New Yorki    Maomillan,  1937, pp. 21-48. 
20    Breokenridge, Marion K. and Vincent,  
b» Lee.    Child develop- 
ment and Psychological  Qrowth Through the Sohool Years.    Philadelphia! 
Saunders,  1943, pp.  430-432. 
but to redirect thi» behavior  so that it will be used to fight for, 
rather  than against, a worthy  cause.    Breokenridge and Vincent3 point 
out,  however,  that this theory has produced some very disagreeable 
children.    Another idea is that of letting children "express-it-rather- 
than-repress  it."    This theory implies that aggression should not be 
repressed because  children become frustrated when they are thwarted. 
One finds the use of this theory impractical because a guilt complex 
prevents the  child from reoeiving the satisfaction that he should have 
when his needs are met. 
However, the method that Breokenridge and Vincent* consider the 
sanest and wisest in this respect is that of the "well-of-aggression-in- 
the-pereonality-which-must-be-expressed."    This theory is that of letting 
the children express their aggressions in well-directed outlets so that 
the aggressions will not be turned inward and thus oause the ohildren 
to become "masochists," enjoying pain,  or enjoying having others inflict 
pain upon them.    This system demands planning in advance.    For instance, 
if the  children want to punch and fight, one  should give them punching 
bags, rough games to play,  hammers and nails with which to build,  or 
provide  some well-thought out method in which the aggressive ohildren 
may be able to work off their super-charged feelings and emotions. 
Breokenridge and Vincent5 say that Murphy and associates express 
the idea that aggressiveness only takes plaoe when the  child's "good- 
responses" or desired satisfactions have been blocked and he becomes 
frustrated. 
3. Ibid., p.  431. 
4. Ibid.,   pp.   431-432. 
5. Ibid., p.  430. 
10 
In pursuing this thought, Travis and Baruoh6 disouss the  child's 
needs under two large headingsi    First,   "Affeotional, Warm,  Seourity- 
01wing Satisfactions," and second,   "Self-*nlarging, Ego-Building,  Adequaoy- 
Giving Satisfactions." 
For instanoe, the child has, first, a need for a warm feeling of 
security that is brought about by affection and response.    The child 
wants to feel that he is liked, whether he is good or bad,  and he is 
also better able to stand frustrations  if he knows that, whatever happens, 
he may depend upon his parents for security and affection. 
The youngster also needs to have a feeling of "belongingness" in 
his home,  in his group, and in his comuunity.    Therefore,  in this 
connection,  it is important for the ohild to feel that he is making a 
contribution to his home,   gang, and neighborhood.    In this way, his 
sense of being a part of the group is  inoreased. 
Another youthful need is that for "fundamental sensory gratifi- 
cations,"  such as a feeling of general bodily comfort.    The child who has 
ecsema, hives,  or other physical disturbances lacks this  comfortable 
sensation and consequently is more apt to become irritable or to show 
anger* 
The seoond grouping of the child's needs,  according to Travis 
and Baruoh,7 appears under the headings of "Self-Enlarging, Ego- 
Building, Adequacy-Giving Satisfactions."    Under this heading will be 
discussed,  first, the child's need of a feeling of adequacy so that he 
may have courage and faith in himself.    He  should at least feel that he 
6. Travis, Lee Edwards and Baruoh,  Dorothy Walter.    Personal 
Problems Everyday Life.    Practical Aspects of Mental Hygiene.    New York, 
Appleton-Century,   1941, pp. 63-83. 
7. Ibid., pp. 72-83. 
11 
is of some worth and value. Here, it is interesting to note that at 
first the primary sohool child regards physical achievement very 
highly, but that later he will oonsider mental achievement even more 
highly. 
Finally, the child must have a feeling of recognition* The 
child wants his achievements to be recognized. The child wants to be 
admired and noticed. The child needs to think highly of himself as he 
is, and a little praise goes a long way in helping him to feel that life 
is worth while* 
After determining what the child's needs are, one may say 
truthfully that over-aggression in primary school children is oaused 
when their needs for affection and security, response, "belongingness," 
"sensory gratifications," achievements, and recognition have not been 
satisfactorily met. 
Children cannot always tell what gratifications they are missing, 
but the lack of them brings on feelings of intense emotion which may 
seek outlet in symptoms of aggressionst 
"Disagreeableness, quarrelsomeness, fighting, bullying, 
defiance, negativism, temper tantrums, nail-biting, destruotiveness 
and cruelty; suspioiousness, jealousies, intolerance. Delinquency 
as stealing, truancy, etc. Also aggression against selft liking 
to suffer, partial suicide, etc." 
The boy or girl in question may not be oonsoious of the feeling 
that actually oaused the frustration and motivated the over-aggression. 
Henoe he does not remember the direot oause, because it brings with it 
unbearable pain, and he feels then, that the only thing to do is to 
forget it. 
8. Ibid., p. 24. 
12 
Parent Relationships and Home Condition! 
The blocking of the  child's needs may be found in the parental 
relationships and poor home conditions* 
For instance, English and Pearson*? say that the parents who indulge 
their children do not love them with a real "adult love," and that the 
children of weak, indulgent parents have the same personality difficulties 
as the  children of very harsh and demanding parents* 
The  causes of the over-aggressive behavior problems in this 
category are the methods the  children use  in trying to aohleve security 
through response,  "belongingness," and recognition*    When children are 
not able  to satisfy these emotional needs by straight forward methods, 
they will try oirouitous ones* 
To give further  support of these statements,  Bernard Glueck 
says that,  "Aggression in children is primarily constructive aotion 
and only becomes hostile or destructive when the frustration exceeds 
the  child's  capacity for satisfying his normal drive for positive ex- 
periences."*° 
Too often the parents are  callous to the feelings and emotions 
of children, and do not take time or  care to notice reactions to the 
reproofs and punishments of them on children*    Harsh,  callous treatment 
may  start an emotional  conflict that brings about hate and a desire to 
"get even."    Often too,  the parents' hardened feelings and too heavy 
9* English, 0.  Spurgeon and Pearson,  Gerald,  H.  J.    Emotional 
Problems of Living Avoiding the Neurotio Patterns.    New York!W. W, 
Norton,  1945, pp.  111-112. 
10 
New York 
.    Glueok,  Bernard.    Current Therapies of Personality Disordert 
i     Greene and Stratton,  1946, p. 233. 
13 
demands may cause the child to become  so thwarted and frustrated that 
over-aggressive behavior will  come out in "hostile" acts,   suoh as 
exhibiting oruelty and bullying toward some weaker person,  object,  or 
animal.    In this connection, Dorothy W, Baruoh says that,  "Too heavy 
a load of rules and regulations can make a child fight with excessive 
vigor."11 
Baker and Traphagen reportt 
"A conspicuous problem is the child who deliberately wishes to 
torture persons and animals,  apparently taking delight in their 
suffering.    His need to inflict punishment is often derived from 
the fact that he himself has received a great  deal of punishment, 
probably from his family."!2 
The overly-strict and overly-indulgent parents make for a  lack 
of security and the right kind of affeotion,  because the parents who 
love their ohildren with "adult love" will not be overly-strlot or 
overly-indulgent|  and they will meet the  child's need for affection and 
security. 
Broken Homes 
Manuel Conrad Elmer*3 reports that most of the ohildren who 
are  classified as delinquents oome from broken homes.    Broken homes 
produce over-aggressions that are detrimental to  society.    Conflicts 
and confusions between the parents always leave marks which make  for 
over-aggressive behavior, upon the  ohildren.     In support of this  oon- 
11. Baruoh,  Dorothy W.    We Parents Can Be People,  New Yorki 
Appleton-Century,  1944.    pp.  103-113. 
12. Baker,  Harry J. and Traphagen,  Virginia.    The Diagnosis and 
Treatment of Behavior-Problem Children.    New Yorki    Macmi 11 an,^936, 
p.  342. ~ 
13. Elmer, Manuel Conrad.    Family *djustaent and S00ial Change. 
New Yorki    Ray Land and Richard R. Smith,  1932. p. 172. 
14 
tention, *aker and Traphagen14 assert,  "Broken homes have always been 
the major   eause of juvenile delinquency." 
It has been reported again and again that twioe as many children 
with over-aggressive behavior oome from broken homes as come .from more 
peaceful surroundings* 
In disrupted homes the   ohild is unable to get the satisfaction 
for his needs and he becomes so frustrated that he pours out his feelings 
into such apparently unprovoked behavior as the following! 
1, Jealousy and rivalry, selfishness,   stubborness 
2. Stealing, lying, truanoy 
3*     Sexual precocity 
4. Fear frcs» doubt that leads to  frustration 
5. Acts of hostility! 
a. fighting and bullying 
b. quarrelsomeness 
o.    disobedienoe 
d.    temper tantrums 
o*    oruelty to people or animals 
f.    destroying property 
6*    Liking to suffer,   suioide. 
Lack of Eduoation for Parenthood 
In the  study and survey of the literature on the subject of 
parenthood,  lack of proper education is emphasised again and again as a 
14.  Baker and Traphagen, op. olt., p.  296. 
15 
basic  causa   of childish over-aggression.     Garry  Cleveland Myers15 
gives this statement fuller meaning when he  says,  "The elimination, 
by parental and pre-parental education of problem parents will be one 
of sooiety's most effective preventives of the  development of problem 
children." 
Through this type of adult education, the parents will under- 
stand better the  importance and value of their Job.    Leslie B. Hohman" 
says that parents do not work as hard and as efficiently as they should 
at the most  important job in the world. 
Many of the primary school  child's behavior problems can be 
traced baok to babyhood, because of lack of pre-parental and parental 
education.    The following little  episode is  given by Francis W. Parker 
in Jay B.  Nash's17 book as followsi 
"How early can  I begin the education of my ohildt" 
"When will your  child be born?" 
"Born," she gasped,  "why, he is already five years oldj" 
"My goodness, woman," he  cried,  "don't stand there talking to 
me - hurry homej you have lost, already, the best five years. 
The lack of education of the parents in general make for lack 
of "cultural traditions  and beliefs" that  condition the  child's behavior. 
Other Members of the  Home and  Sibling Rivalry 
The "father-step mother"  oombination in the  home is considered 
by Carl R. Rogers18 to be an  important  oause of over-aggressive behavior 
15. Myers,  ^arry Cleveland, Problem Parents.    Journal of Juvenile 
Research,  13i    146-9, April 1929. 
16. Hohman, Leslie B.    &a the Twig is Bent.    New Yorki    Maomillan, 
1940, pp.  1-291. 
17. Nash,  Jay B.    Building Morale.    Hew Yorki    Barnes,  1942. 
pp. 108-118. 
18. Rogers,  ^arl R.    The ^linioal treatment of the Problem 
Child.    New Yorki    Houghton,  1939,  pp.  7-9. 
16 
in children.    Almost equally important is the unrest stirred by other 
relationships.    *'or example, the child may beocme very jealous of a 
younger or older brother or sister and begin to use  "attention-getting" 
devices that are expressed in over-aggressive behavior patterns.    Evelyn 
M.  Carrington*® expresses this more  clearly when she  suggests that the 
basic  cause of jealousy is self-love end a companion feeling of 
inadequacy.    In such a situation the parents may bring about jealousy 
by playing favorites.    Consequently, the parents will find it a wise 
thing to avoid holding up another   child as a model,    i'hia is particularly 
true of the  child with few outside interests. 
•Another example of the harmful influenoe of the other members 
of the family may be observed usien the  child may be teased so much by 
an uncle or aunt or other  relative in the  home and becomes so  frustrated 
that he  starts biting his nails.    He is afraid to bite the person who 
teases him, for he is larger,  so the  child takes the anger out on 
himself. 
Similarly,  if the  child is made to  feel that  he is not liked 
by the other members  of the family, he will beocme frustrated and 
express it in being over-active and restless.    He may adopt "attention- 
getting" behavior,  such as  stealing or committing aots of hostility 
against the one who is causing the frustration,  or a weaker person, 
animal,  or some toy. 
Vocational and Eoonomio Status and Sooial 
Adjustment of the Parents 
Because of the pressure that  is brought to bear upon the  child's 
19. Carrington, Evelyn M.    "Tantrums,   Jealousy, Lying and 
Stealing."    The Texas Outlook 15il3, April,  1931. 
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living conditions and the parents' outlook on life,  the vocational 
and economic status of the parents may also have  a great influence 
upon the primary child's behavior.    Baker and Traphagen20 state that 
frequently fathers' undesirable  occupations may offer some  complica- 
tions and may bring about unfavorable behavior patterns of the ohild. 
Conditions where both the parents are working make for over- 
aggression in the primary school child because the father and mother 
do not  have time and energy left to give the  child the  "affeotional, 
warm securing-giving satisfactions" or to provide for "sensory grati- 
fications,    achievement, and recognition that he needs* 
The social adjustment of the parents frequently affects the 
offspring also,  for Frank T. Wilson2*  states that it is  a proven 
fact that various social and emotional attitudes,  habits, or dispositions 
of parents cause the  children to entertain various feelings of infer- 
iority and superiority that may lead to acts of over-aggression. 
Baker and Traphagen22  say that  "The adjusbnents of the parents to 
society in general, to each other, and to  children have  a profound 
influence upon the attitudes of their  children toward them." 
In this connection Breckenridge and Vincent23 warn that the 
"hidden emotional blockings often drive children to what appears on 
the  surface as quite unreasonable or unexplainable behavior.    Punish- 
ment of such behavior is harmful, because it only further frustrates the 
ohild  and adds to his internal turmoil." 
20. Baker and Traphagen, op_.   oit.,  p.  276. 
21. Wilson, Frank T.,  Guiding Our Children.    New York.    Globe 
Book Company,  1935, p.  107. 
22. Baker and  Traphagen,  op_.  oit., pp.  309-310. 
23. Breckenridge and Vincent,  op.  oit., p.  432. 
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Unwholesome Standards and  Illegitimacy 
Unwholesome standards and the  lack of clean and well-established 
ideals of oonduot are also causes of over-aggressive behavior in pri- 
mary school  children.     In support of this theory,  John Dollard and 
others24 say that "Sullenger has surveyed the more recent data and 
concluded that  'Children born out of wedlook haw  a much higher expec- 
tancy of delinquency than other  children.'" 
The illegitimate child has the  biggest chance of becoming delin- 
quent because the unwed mother is not able to  satisfy the  child's basic 
needs of affection and security, response,  "belongingness,"  "sensory 
gratifications," achievement,  and recognition.    Also, the illegitimate 
child does not possess parents whose personalities make  for  silent 
examples of oontrol and social  restraint* 
The Health of the Parents 
The health of the parents is also a faotor in causing over- 
aggression in the  child, because the invalid  or  sick parent may be 
indifferent,   callous,  or even cruel,  and then he is unable to answer 
the  child's emotional needs. 
In addition,  the invalid or sick: parent is not able to give the 
child proper care and  supervision, for as Herbert D. "illiams25 states 
"inadequate parental  supervision" makes for  his over-aggressive behavior. 
24. Dollard,  John and others,    frustration and Aggression. 
Yale University Press,  1949.    pp. 83-132^ 
26. Williams,  Herbert D.    "A Survey of Predelinquent Sohool 
Children of Ten Midwestern Cities," Journal of Educational Sociology, 
Vol.  7, February,  1934. p. 369.    New York 
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The Influenoe of Conmunlty Environment 
and The  Lack of Recreation 
Inferior neighborhoods and poor living conditions tend to develop 
over-aggressive behavior because they do not give the  child a proper 
outlet for his activities.    E.  G. Williamson26  gives this statement 
further proof by his assertion that,  "Unfavorable  community environ- 
ments  lead to  over-aggressive  conduct," 
It has been found that the majority of cases brought before 
mental hygienlsts and juvenile authorities are those in Which the 
children,  for the lack of something better to  do, have become involved 
in some form of over-aggressive trouble.    Therefore,  the recreation of 
the family is very important  in the training and care of ohiJd ren. 
Through the  spirit of play the  child at unexpected times may suddenly 
"release their inhibitions" and disclose their inner-most-secret con- 
fidences that the adult may direct and guide in the  direction of 
behavior habits. 
Jay B. Nash27 stresses the importance of adequate facilities 
for reoreation and play in the environment in his  statement that,"Delin- 
quency is nourished in communities devoid of play time opportunities." 
He also points out that the  child's early form of delinquency closely 
follows and  resembles the form of his play." 
Concerning the value in supplying adequate  community recreation, 
facilities,  and play. Baker and Traphagen28 say that,  "Where there is no 
26. Williams,  E.  G.    How to Counsel Students.    New Yorkt    MoGraw, 
1939.     pp.  237-238. 
27. Nash,  op.  oit., p.'36. 
26.  Baker and Traphagen,  o£.  oit., pp. 251-310. 
recreation or sooial adjustment, there is no holding power over the 
child aside from the physical force, which  is always ineffective." 
Cutts and Moseley2* also  state that the  cause of over-aggression in 
the  community environment is the lack of recreational facilities, 
equipment for play,  and proper and  adequate supervision. 
The Primary School Child's Health ^ 
and Physloal  Condition 
According to  Baker and Traphagen30,  the health and physical 
condition of the child can be associated with his frustration and over- 
aggresBive behaviors in the following waysj 
1. The deficiencies in the quantity and quality of foods 
make for malnutrition. 
2. The influence of illness. 
3. The attempt to compensate for a physical defect, such as 
defeotive teeth, eyes, hearing, soars, undue awkwardness, sinus trouble, 
itohes, enoephalitis. 
4. Health and living habits, such as insufficient sleep, rest, 
faulty elimination, laok of proper exercise, result of exposure. 
5. Inadequate medical  attention. 
6. Hyperactivity,  unusual restlessness. 
7. The lack of proper and adequate clothing for the body. 
The Primary School Child'8 Mentality 
ano^ Hereditary Factors 
In this survey and study of the  literature,  it is found that 
29. Cutts, Norma &, and Moseley,  Nicholas.    Practical  School 
Discipline and Mental Hygiene.    Bostoni    Houghton,  1941.    p.  129. 
30. Baker and Traphag«n, op_.  oit., pp.  226-227. 
the  ohild's mentality and hereditary factors must be  considered be- 
oause these factors  can make for the blocking of the  ohild's emotional 
needst    Concerning this matter Herbert D.  »*illiams3^  says,  that in his 
survey of  the delinquent,  children average between 80 and  90 in their 
intelligence quotients.    In considering this,  Carl «. Rogers32 is of the 
opinion that the  ohild's creative abilities are blocked because  of his 
"intellectual equipment."    Furthermore,  the way the  child must adjust him- 
■elf to the physical situations is influenced by his inheritance,  and 
even the  ohild's  "behavior patterns'   have  some  "hereditary basis." 
Carl R. Rogers33 is of the opinion that the organic influences 
might cause  "subtle glandular imbalances" that are hereditary in their 
origin,  and this may cause the child to be annoying and difficult to 
manage. 
Other hereditary factors that bring on over-aggressions are» 
1. Strong desire to  compensate for  lack of sice,  strength, 
and physical handicaps that cannot be remedied. 
2. Insecure and inferior feelings  caused by epilepsy. 
3. Inability to take the "hurdles" that life puts in his 
way. 
The School Environment 
In the  survey and study of the  literature, many and varied  causes 
of over-ag/,ression in primary school children,  have their sources in the 
31. Williams,  op_.  cit., p.  368. 
32. Rogers, 0£.  cit., pp.  5-6. 
33. Ibid., pp. 6-7» 
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school environment.    It will be recalled that Travia and Baruoh34 give 
the child's emotional needs as affection and  seourity,  response,  "be- 
longlngness," "sensory gratifications," achievement, and recognition. 
First, the causes of over-aggression in the primary school child, 
partly due to the lack of affection and seourity, that have their sources 
in the  sohool environment aret 
A. The  teacher's lack of love for the pupil. 
B. The teacher's lack of feeling and understanding. 
C. The  teacher's laok of friendly guidance. 
D. The  teacher's lack of sense of humor. 
Second,  the  child's over-aggressive behavior,  caused by the lack 
of reoeiving response to emotional needs found in the  sohool  environment! 
A. Teacher  dominating the  situation all the time. 
8.    The teacher's failure to give sustained attention. 
C.    The  desire to get even for some past injury or imagined 
injury or hurt* 
Third, the child's laok of a feeling of "belongingness" in the 
sohool environment. 
A*    Forced toleration of a substitute person (in the  form of 
teaoher) for his mother. 
B. Difficulties on the playground due to inadequate  super- 
vision and guidanoe,  such as teasing,  etc. 
C. Rejection by group because of odd clothing or unattraotive 
family and home  relations. 
D. Laok of proper  age for  grade. 
34.  Travis and Baruoh,  op.  oit.,  pp. 63-83. 
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E E. No givoi  responsibility. 
F. Difficulties with subject matter. 
0. Foroed fighting on way to school and home again. 
H. No sustained attention. 
1. Lack of teacher's understanding and confidence. 
J. Laok of a feeling of being liked and appreciated. 
K. Social  "olimatio condition" of olassroom. 
L.    Humiliations and severe punishments,  especially in public. 
Fourth, the child's over-aggressive behavior  caused by the laok 
of "sensory gratifications" for hi. emotional needs, found in the school 
environmenti 
A. Conditions of hives,  epilepsy,  etc. 
B. Social  "climatic condition" that makes for general bodily 
discomfort. 
C. Necessity of sitting  still and not talking except in narrowly 
defined situations. 
D. Badly adjusted seat. 
E. Bad weather and lack  of exercise. 
F. Sickness resulting in crossness. 
Fifth,  the child's over-aggressiveness caused by a laok of 
achievement in the school environment! 
A. Physical deprivations asi 
(1) Physioal defects. 
(2) Worry about deep-seated defects, deformity. 
B. No  given responsibility. 
C. Too heavy load of rules, regulations, and restrictions. 
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D,    Too difficult  subject matter inspiring fear of failure or 
embarrassment;  also the  sting of early failure,   conflict,  or disgrace. 
B. Difficulties of achievement caused by constant "parade of 
new,  complicated tasks," and new words and  skills to be acquired. 
F. Inability to learn  behavior, whioh conforms to all the 
school regulations. 
G. Inability to see the finished product. 
ii.     "anting to adventure. 
Sixth,  the failure of the sohool environment  to supply the  primary 
child with the satisfying desire of recognition, for his emotional needs, 
results in ovor-aggressive behavior because oft 
A.    Teacher's lack of recognising the child as a human  indi- 
vidual* 
3.     Too little encouragement. 
C. Imitation of over-aggressiveness in another child. 
D. failure to tolerate rivalry and competition. 
E. Lack of praise. 
F. ^ brother or  sister in the  same  classroom. 
Summary 
1. The wisest theory of treating over-aggression is that of 
letting the  children express their aggressions in well-directed outlets 
so that the aggressions will not be turned inward and thus cause the 
children to become "masoohists," enjoying pain or enjoying having 
others inflict pain upon them. 
2. The sources of over-aggresBion in primary sohool children 
are found in the  blockings of their "goal responses."    When the child's 
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"goal-responses" are blooked in this manner,  ha becomes frustrated into 
over-aggressive behavior, because  his emotional needs have not been met. 
The  ohild's emotional needs are affection and seourity,  response, 
"belongingness,"  "sensory gratifications," achievement, and recognition* 
3*    The  child's over-aggressiveness can  often be traced, first, 
to the blockings of his desires and needs in the parental  relationships 
and home  conditions.    These  situations are the result of overly-strict 
and overly-indulgent parentsj broken homes;   lack education for parent- 
hoodj  other members of home and sibling rivalry;  vocational and economic 
status and social adjustment of the parentsj unwholesome  standards and 
illegitimacy;  and health of the parents.    Second,  the  influenoe of the 
community environment and lack of recreation.    Third,  child's health 
and physical  condition.    Fourth, the ohild's mentality and hereditary 
factors.    Fifth, the  school environment* 
i 
CHAPTER   III 
PREVENTION AND  CURE OF OVER-AGCSESSION 
IN PRIMARY SCHOOL CHILDREN 
In the survey and etudy of the literature on over-aggression 
in the primary school  child, many causes of over-aggressive behavior 
were found but so were the prevention and cure.    The prevention of and 
cure for over-aggression must be brought about by supplying the answers 
to the child's emotional needs.     In order to make an explanation of the 
remedies for  this type of deportment more  complete,  it is necessary to 
consider the  ohild 's patterns of growth. 
Growth of the Child 
Robert Lane declarest 
"All kinds of  growth are equally important. 
The ohild  grows physically 
The ohild grows intellectually 
The child grows  socially 
The ohild grows emotionally."1 
The  child's physioal health is,  of course,  important for 
good mental healthi  and physioal and mental  health are important for 
emotional health; and physical, mental, and emotional health are 
important for good social health. 
1. Lane, Robert Hill.    The Taacher in the Modern gleientary 
School.    Bostoni    Houghton,  1941. p.  2. 
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Breckenridge and Vinoent
2 say that Witty and 6kinner express 
it this wayi 
"To understand a problem child's motives,  a teacher must  study 
his physloal  condition, his mental  development, his life history (in 
school  and out), his present problems, wishes, activities,  and drives, 
and the whole  set of social fcroes which have attended his gradual 
separation from his  group." 
Breckenridge and Vincent3 also claim that the child is not made 
up of many pieoee, but that he is a living organism. Therefore, if one 
part of the organism is damaged,  all the organism suffers. 
Breckenridge and Vincent sayi 
"Olson and his co-workers,   in studying ways of computing a 
general growth age,  have offered some specific help to the  class- 
room teacheri    Utilizing measurements which could be fairly easily 
available to most school people,  they have suggested an organism is 
age, made up of height age, weight age,  dental age,  carpal age, 
(skeletal age),  grip age, mental  age, reading age, and many other 
subject-matter age available.    The organismic age   is an arith- 
metical average of as many of these ages as are available, but is 
significant only if it includes a substantial number  of the physical 
measurements,  of which the skeletal age is of considerable  importance. 
It is useful,  in other words,  only if it  is made up of physical measure- 
ments as well as mental and achievement measurements.    Social and 
personality "ages" will be an important contribution to these  studies 
as  soon as we have learned how to measure them with reasonable 
aocuracy. 
Breckenridge and Vincent5 stress the  facts that  "over-eating," 
"over-pressing," and "over-stimulating" the organism is as harmful as 
a lack of good nutrition.    1'hey also report that  there is evidence of 
a relationship existing among the  child's physical make-up, disposition, 
and behavior  conditions and that it is  very important to adapt the school 
program to fit the needs and interests of the ohild. 
2. Breckenridge, Parian ». and Vinoent, B. Lee.    Child develop- 
ment Physical and Psychological   Growth Through the School Years. 
Philadelphia!    Saunders,  1943.p.  33. 
3. Ibid.,  p. 34. 
4. Ibid.,  pp. 35-36. 
5. Ibid.,  pp. 36-73. 
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It is  important also that  children with defective vision, 
hearing,  seeing,  or other defects be examined thoroughly,  and the defects 
remedied as far  as possible by medical attention and care.    If the 
physical  defects cannot be remedied, the  children must be helped to 
accept their physical limitations and defeots and to use them as stepping 
stones to further their  advancement.    This will make  it possible  for 
these children to obtain the satisfactions that make for well-rounded 
personalities. 
It is very important for the  child to be in his proper  sphere 
or grade and group placement so that he will have the right mental, 
physical,  social,  and emotional development without  stress or  strain. 
C. M. Louttit assertsi 
"The  child's health and present physical  condition are,  of 
course,  of the  greatest importance in his behavior.    Mal- 
nourishment,  sensory defects,  crippling deformities,   infections, 
neurological  defeots,  endoorinopathies,  cardiac conditions,  or 
any other unhealthy, abnormal physical  status may play a signi- 
ficant part in the genesis of behavioral difficulties.    For this 
reason,  every ohild  referred to a psychological  clinio should have 
an adequate physical examination."6 
Education of Parents 
Through the  schools,  the parents of today and the  future 
parents must be educated for parenthood.    In this connection C. M. 
Louttit  shows the importance of early parenthood training by sayingi 
"The life of the ohild must be thought of as beginning,  not 
at birth,  but at conception.    Therefore, factors which influence 
embryonic or fetal development may play a significant part in the 
child's behavioral life.    From this it follows that the develop- 
6. Louttit,  C M.    Clinical Psychology!    A Handbook of Children's 
Behavior Problems.    New Yorkt    Uarper,  1936.    p.  16, 
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mental  history of the  ohild must begin with the pregnancy oondition 
of the mother.    Factors having a possible  influence on the  vitality 
of the  child inoludet    general health of the mother, use of aloohol 
and drugs  (including tobaooo), aeoidents, disease conditions  such as 
syphilis,  tuberculosis,  chronic nephritis,  toxemia of pregnancy, 
eclampsia,   oancer,  etc.i    mental  conditions  such as worry,  fears, 
psyohoneuroses psychoses.    Brown and Potter  (1930)  suggest that 
such things as alooholism,  syphillis or any debilitated state of 
the father before the beginning of pregnancy may also have  an effect 
on the  child's vitality.    Information concerning pregnancy condition 
is usually secured from the motherj  but when a ohild is several years 
old the mother's memory may be at fault,  so her  statements,  especiallly 
if significant conditions are revealed,  should be corroborated by 
the physician, hospital records, or at least by questioning the father 
or possibly other people, who were associated with her during preg- 
nancy in question."' 
In the education and training for parenthood,  the  school must 
assume its responsibility and teach the parents better  disciplinary 
measures  for themselves as well as for the child. 
Helen Gibson Hogue assertst 
"Any adult with a  'good right arm' and a strap or slipper 
can,  of  course,  force a ohild to immediate obedience.    If, however, 
in the  process ttie  child learns to  hate the  thing oonmanded and the 
person who  commands,  the  'disciplinarian'   has lost, for the  laws of 
emotional reaotion will outwit him.    The  ohild rejeots the very 
object which the  adult is endeavoring to have him aocept.    Even 
though the  child outwardly accepts it,  he may be rebelling inwardly, 
and when eventually he escapes domination,  he will express his  own 
attitude toward the  situation in anti-social ways.     If instead of 
hatred and rebellion the reaotion is fear,  the adult has  still 
lost,  for the child will not be able to   grow to  independency and 
straight thinking.    In either   case he will  be governed in his 
decisions  in that area by his  hates and fears -  shrinking from or 
fighting reality."8 
Punishment then must never be used for the punishment itself, 
but in a more  oaistmotive way so ttat good habits of democratic living 
will be engendered.    William ft. MM expressed hi. theory in the 
7. Louttit, o£. _cit.»  P»  24» 
8. Hogue,  0£.  oit., p. 22. 
following explanation* 
"A theory of discipline is a theory of teaohing and 
not, as more  oommcnly understood,  a scheme  of punishment, 
retaliation and persecution*    How an individual behaves de- 
pends upon the opportunity which he has had of learning* 
Learning is the most obvious  characteristic of organio life, 
especially in the  higher stages of evolution.    The higher the 
position in the evolutionary scale,  the more apparent is 
learning - and the  less important are the  instinctive patterns. 
In man,  instincts are reduced to a minimum and learning is almost 
limitless in its potentialities."9 
Angelo Patri gives the parents a wise theory when he  saysi 
"I keep preaching that love is a controlling force and the 
best one to  giide us  in disciplining, training, eduoating 
ohildren.    some good mothers question -this asking if I really mean 
that love will  correct stubborn children, misguided and erring 
children, and I still say yes. 
"What makes a child stubborn anyway?    Parents  say that  a 
child is stubborn when he balks at  doing what he should do, what 
he knows he should do, and for no reason whatever.    That last is 
not possible.    There is always a cause behind every action.    There 
is a cause for the  child's balking,  and any show of force merely 
strengthens the feeling of resistance.    Stubbornness is resistance 
and don't think that   control by love means  letting a ohild go his 
own way when that way is  clearly a mistaken one.    Love serves, 
love is  strong and wise.    It should discipline children,  lead them, 
guide them, and keep them from harming themselves by direct inter- 
vention when that  is called for."10 
The parents must always remember  to act in the way they wish 
the  ohild to follow.    Parents must remember  to  reward the ohild by 
saying "thank you," giving the  ohild  response and appreciation,  and by 
allowing him to  secure some  of the things he values and that are for 
his  g>od.    Elisabeth B. Hurlock expressed it in the following wayi 
9.  Blats,  o£.  oit.,  p. 126. i-tb,
10    Patri, Anp-elo.    "Parental Love Can Overcome Stubbornness of 
Children."    Wineton-Salem Journal,    -'ins ton-Sal em,  N.   !.,  July 13,  1947. 
7ll. 
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"Aggression and rebellious behavior on a child's part is 
another  symptom of poor discipline.    It suggests that too much 
has been expeoted of him for his age or that he has been punished 
in the wrong way.    Too often adults deal itf.th this type of behavior 
by even strioter disciplinary techniques.    Is it surprising then, 
that  the  ohild becomes angry and often retaliatest    Instead of 
tightening up on discipline, the best approach is to  loosen up, 
expect less of the  child,  treat him in a more kindly fashion when 
he misbehaves,  and, above all,  put more emphasis on rewarding him 
for good behavior."H 
Too often the parents neglect the  ohild with few talents. 
It is astounding what the  individual with a low mentality can accomplish 
in giving service to humanity or in causing the government expense and 
worry in delinquency and crime.    Elisabeth B.  Hurlook states her theory 
in the following statement t 
"Even though the  relative level of mental ability remains 
unchanged,  parents  should not adopt a hands-off polioy and feel 
that there is nothing they oan do.    There is definitely much 
oonetruotive work to be undertaken - first, in planning an 
education that will help the   ohild to make the best  possible use 
of the intelligence he has}  and second, in giving him constant 
encouragement by making the  acquisition of knowledge as pleasant 
and interesting as possible.    No  ohild can be expected to realise 
the  importanoe of directing his efforts into the  right  channels. 
This is an adult responsibility that parents and teachers must 
assume."12 
From these facts it oan readily be seen that  the first pre- 
ventive for over-aggression in children is the education and training 
of prospective parents for child care and guidance.    One of the most 
desirable  sources for this training is found in the school environment. 
Here,  according to Ho»er  P. Rainey,13 the school may use the  P. T. A. to 
help the parents through special  study groups and child guidance clinics. 
11. Hurlock, op_.  oit., p. 
12. Ibid., p. 225. 
276, 
13. Rainey,  Homer P.    "Character on the American Plan," Com- 
gugltz Life in a Lnooracy, edited by Florence C. gingham,  Chicago: 
National Congress of Parents and Teachers,  1942.    pp.  78-88. 
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The school through the P. T, A. may also help the parents to reoeive 
helpful information on ohild care through the Red Cross, Dairy Council, 
Welfare Agencies,  Health Department,  Farm Agenoy Clubs,   Garden Clubs, 
etc.    In addition the  sohool may use the church in the  community for 
educating for parenthood,  for there are many worthwhile ecclesiastical 
organizations which may be utilised to help the parents in becoming 
better mothers and fathers.    Therefore,  the  parents must be educated 
aid  stimulated in the use,  and the   ai pport of  worthwhile community 
organisations. 
Ira V.  His cock saysi 
"In many instances the stimulus of coordinated effort is 
needed;  in others a more constructive school health program, with 
emphasis on the  provision of medical,  dental, and nursing aervioe 
for health guidance,  is desirablej which inmost communities much 
can be done to emphasize the importance of    (aj the  sustained 
program of continuous supervision aforementioned}     (b) more serious 
attention to mental hygiene and nutrition}  and    (o)  oommunity 
health education."14 
Nor  should the program be confined to the distaff side,  for,  as 
Robert Hill Lane  suggests! 
"A word about the  poor father.    He is  usually recognized once 
or twice a year at a father's Night, but aside from this his con- 
tacts with the  sohool are negligible.    This is  better than nothing, 
but very far short of the ideal.    There  seems to be no  good  reason 
why afternoon and evening meetings of the  parents'  organization 
should not alternate so as to   give the fathers of the district an 
opportunity to become acquainted with the   sohool and vioe versa. 
Robert Hill Lane*6 also expresses the  idea that home visitation 
by the teaoher may increase parental insight in ohild guidance.    The 
14.  Hiscoolc,   Ira V.,  "Health for Demooraoy's Children,"  Com- 
munity Life in a Democracy}  edited by Florence^.  Bingham.    Chicago! 
National  Congress of Parrots end Teaohers,  1942. p.  98. 
16. Lane, op.  cit., p.  53. 
16.  Ibid.,  pp.  58-56. 
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teacher must be  oareful,  however,  to  visit at the  right time, be 
friendly and courteous,  and to let the  parents know she  is   interested in 
their ohild.    The same  authority hints,  too, that   it might be best for 
the  school to play host to the parents at first or until  "desirable 
relationships are established" and that then the  home visitation program 
may begin. 
It would  be very profitable for the parents to  visit the school 
often to   gain help and  guidanoe from the  teacher,  the school  library, 
and from the  school environment in general. 
The School Environment 
In considering the prevention sad  cure of  primary children, 
over-aggression occasioned by the teacher,  in the  school environment 
must be  considered first.    Her  importance  in the  classroom is  stressed 
by Breolcenridge and Vincent as follow sj 
"... A year  spent in any given school-teacher's  room is  sure 
to influenoe not only the  child's academio  learnings,  but his 
attitudes and  feelings about  learning,  about adult authority, 
about society's institutions,  and about living and meriting with 
his peers.    It also affects his health.    Some teachers give 
children a fine year physically and academically,   setting up a 
genuine impetus toward good characterj  others give children a 
bad year all around,  leaving them not appreciably improved 
academically,  fatigued and nervous physically,  resentful,  de- 
ceitful, and socially antagonistic.''1' 
Cutts and Moseley18 say that some of the   qualities vtiioh may 
serve as preventions of  aggression and tfiioh may be employed in the 
classroom by the teaoher are a good voice,  self-oonfidenee,  a feeling 
17. Breolcenridge and Vincent,  op_.  cit., pp.  IH-IV. 
18. Cutts, Norma B. and  Moseley,  Nicholas.    Practical School 
Discipline and Mental  Hygiene.    Bostoni    Houghton,  1941.    pp. 12-22. 
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of understanding and a "liking for children," vitality,  a sense of 
humor,  and a "social purpose."    They also  stress -the  value of having 
the day's sohedule well planned so that it will not interfere with the 
schedules and methods of other teachers in the building.    The first day 
of school particularly is en  important occasion in the primary school 
child's  life and must be planned well in advance, as  should all  school 
days.    The teacher should wear a pretty oolorful dress,  a neat becoming 
hair-do,  and a happy, friendly face.    The classroom should portray 
character by its cleanliness,  fresh flowers or some beauty spot, 
attractively displayed library books,  good ventilation, eto. 
To help further  in the preventions of over-aggressions in 
19 the  child,  the following pointers are also given by Cutts and Moseley. 
1. After the  children arrive and  secure comfortable  seats, 
the teacher   should give them  some  interesting work to do. 
2. From the  very first, the teacher  should make  sure the 
children understand the   importance of giving "attention to directions" 
and to finishing one Job before beginning another. 
3. The teacher should make sure when going to a small or 
individual  group that the rest of  the pupils have work thsy can do by 
themselves. 
4. The teaoher should make sure before  leaving a small, 
or individual group, that the pupils understand how to   conduot them- 
selves and how to  carry on the work. 
5. The teaoher must be *ure to have  the attention of every 
pupil before  giving   instructions, which shoa Id always be simple and clear. 
19.  Ibid.,  pp. 23-36. 
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6*    The teacher must plan to  haw  aa little  confusion a» 
possible when pupils are going from one aotivity to another. 
7#    The teaoher must plan to have "movement" as well as rest 
periods for the  child  because he is a "living organism" and his  span of 
attention is  limited* 
8*    The teaoher should  train herself to  be alert for any symptoms 
of illness,  fatigue, or irritability in the child by making daily health 
inspections* 
9.    The teaoher should help the pupils to  plan and to be re- 
sponsible for their own work. 
10. The teacher should  give -Hie pupils  giidanoe and help in 
gradual development of  self-disoipline. 
11. The teaoher should strive to help students develop the morale 
of the  group and class. 
Cutts and Moseley20 say that -the  disciplinary measures  should be 
safe, effective,  and immediate.    The discipline  should be  safe for the 
child's physical and mental health,  effective in eliminating the over- 
aggressive behavior,  and immediate so that  the  child can understand the 
reason for  it. 
Cutts and Moseley21 also  give  some effective disciplinary 
measures that  prove their worth by use.    Some of their ideas are ex- 
pressed in the  following waysi 
1. Ignoring when the  child  is trying to  show off. 
2. Simple control by a look,  a smile,  speaking the  child's 
name,  or a simple oomnand,  such as  "Mary,  go on with your work." 
20. Ibid., pp.  37-85. 
21. Ibid.,  pp.  40-55. 
3.    Sending the restless  child on an errand. 
4*    Having private  conference with the  group or  individual. 
5. Isolating the   ohild in another part of the  room or 
removing him from room for a quiet conference or to an empty room with 
supervision. 
6. depriving the child of  some privilege, being careful that 
it does not irritate. 
7«    Having the ohild do over in a correot way that whioh has 
been wrongly or slothfully committed. 
Elisabeth B. Hurlook says,   "Isolation is the best simple  form 
n22 of punishment, yet it is the  least frequently used. 
William E.  Blatz  sayst 
"A scheme of discipline may then be defined as a plan under 
which a child may best learn to fit into the  civilisation in which 
he lives.    And   since learning is the organic means by which he 
achieves ifris end it behooves the teacher,  who can only direct this 
learning and not initiate it,  to understand this mechanism.    One 
learns only through experience - wherefore the teacher must arrange 
situations in which the  experience may be employed towards -the end 
of learning those forms of  behavior whioh are acceptable to the 
group in which the  child must live.    There   is no short out to 
learning,  and  so any attempt to make learning easy is  doomed to 
fail.    But learning can be made pleasanti  and any efforts ex- 
pended in this  direction are destined not only toward  success 
but also towards happiness."23 
The teacher often wonders how  she can  evaluate the discipline 
and decide how severe the punishment should be.    Elisabeth B.  Hurlook 
help*  to clarify tb» value of the   discipline and severity of the 
punishment by her statements! 
"If punlihaent is to be of any real  value as a disciplinary 
measure,  its  severity is considered as  carefully as is the type 
22. Hurlock, Elisabeth B.    Child  Development.    New Yorki 
lioGraw,   1942.     p.   268. 
23. Blats, William E.    The Five Sisters.    A Stwdy of Child 
Psychology*    New Yorki    Morrow,  1938.    p.  128. 
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of punishment.    Beoause punishment is usually administered viien the 
adult is angry at the  child's misbehavior,  its severity is determined 
by the emotional  state of the  punisher." 
"How severely a child is punished should be regulated by the 
seriousness of his offense, not by the way the punisher happens to 
feel at *e time.    If it is  controlled to fit the misbehavior,  so 
that really wrong acts are punished far more  severely than is  just 
barely wrong behavior,  the  child will soon learn to judge  for him- 
self how bad his behavior  has been.    The severity of punishment 
should depend upon the age of  the  child as well as upon the nature 
of the misdeed. 
"in an evaluation of discipline, two  criteria must be usedi 
the effect of discipline on the child's behavior and its effect on 
his attitudes.    If, through proper discipline, the child's behavior 
comes to   conform to the accepted social patterns of the group, the 
first criteria has been fulfilled; but if he   lies,  cheats,  steals, 
and does other  similarly undesirable things,  there  is ample evidence 
that something has been wrong with his discipline.    He ha s either 
not been taught the difference between right end wrong,  or he   has 
learned what   is right, but has discovered from experience that it 
is more to hie advantage to do *h«t is wrong. 
"The  second  criteria to  apply in evaluating discipline is the 
ohild's attitude toward discipline and disciplinarians in  general. 
If his attitude is one of  sincere regr«t when he does wrong,  and 
this  is expressed in  some apology, such as "I'm sorry,"  "I didn't 
mean to do it," or "I didn't know it was wrong,    plus good sports- 
manship about the punishment he reoeives,  the disciplinary methods 
used have been of the  right sort.    And if, after  he has received 
his  punishment,  he  shows a friendly spirit toward the person who 
administered it, you may be sure that all is well. 
The teacher is often puzzled how to  inculcate good discipline 
so that the effects of behavior problems are ameliorated.    Otto and 
Hararin give the effects in the assertion: 
"If one assumes that  the whole of  the organism reacts 
functionally at any particular moment to the whole of its environ- 
ment,  that the organism is usually integrated internally,  and that 
24. Hurlook, Elizabeth B.    Modern Ways With Children. 
McGraw-Hill,  1943.    pp.  269-276. 
New Yorki 
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if healthy,  the organism will respond or endeavor to  adjust to  the 
demands of the  outer world,  then the  important problem for education 
is ihe integration of "the individual and his external  environment. 
Thus the vital  funotion of ttie teacher is to  so regulate the environ- 
ment that children (as biological  organisms) will be  adjusting them- 
selves to socially desirable situations and will have  opportunity to 
praotice frequently those aots of adjustment which are  deemed  socially 
desirable."26 
The teacher may do this through good housekeeping committees, 
health committees,  good citizenship committees,  playground committees, 
etc.    Bach pupil  should be given a responsibility that fits his different 
"age"  limits to make the  school environment a more beautiful place  in 
which to  live because he has been there.    The  child who helps to make 
the classroom attractive will not be so apt to  be destructive with 
materials and supplies,  etc. 
Karl C   Prison says26 that tte   superior or  gifted child must 
not be overlooked, but he   should be helped and guided to develop his 
talents in the  correct way.    Since the   gifted child is  the thinker and 
problem solver for *. group, he should be given a chance to use his 
abilities for the good of the  group,  too.    The superior  child  should be 
given an opportunity or  chance to  develop his abilities  and resources 
through worthwhile creative work. 
At the end of each day the teacher  should  check herself to  see 
if she is helping the child to receive the satisfaction of hi- emotional 
needs demand.    *his  can be done by asking the following question,  given 
by Robert Hill Lanet 
25    Otto    Henry J. and Hemrin,  Shirley A.    Co-Curricular 
25. Otto,   nenry     » New York!     Appleton-Century,   1937. 
Activities in Elementary Sphools.    New lonci    «FF 
p.  279. 
26. Garrison, Karl C.    TV,„ Psychology of Exceptional Children. 
New Yorki    Ronald Press,  1940,    p.  8. 
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"How far is eaoh of these children a different and a better 
person by reason of his association with me?    Have  I set up the kind 
of environment which would provide desirable experiences for him? 
Have  I helped him to profit by these experiencest"2' 
Wholesome Community Life 
The sohool will have  to  take the lead in building a fit 
community in which the  child may live,  grow,  and develop.    Through the 
school's influence, the  oonmunity can become a place nhere the   child's 
emotional needs   can be satisfactorily met.    These satisfactions may 
come  through adequate facilities for recreation and play under proper 
supervision. 
In order that the child will be able to take full advantages 
of community facilities, it is important that he be taught the right 
attitudes concerning his surroundings.    In this respect,  Helen  Gibson 
Hogue  sayst 
"All of us should know that there are three basio attitudes 
toward environment!    vis.,  to  shrink from it, to fight it, end to 
cooperate with it.    Back of these attitudes are those primary 
emotions fear, anger, and love.    If through our experiences  in 
living we have  built in much fear, we tend to  shrink from living. 
If our experiences have aroused anger and antagonism we tend to 
fight or reject our environment and  if our experiences have been 
satisfying and we have  learned to love our environment, we tend to 
cooperate with it.    We probably react in all of these ways or 
combinations of them to some phases of our living.    The predominating 
emotion, whether it be fear, anger or love, determines the  very 
essence of personality."28 
Otto and Hamrin2* stress the advantages of using the  school's 
play-ground equipment,   gymnasium, etc. for after-school recreation. 
Parents as well as teachers may be  called upon to  supervise the  play- 
27. Lane,  0£.  oit., p.  103. 
28. Hogue,  Helen Gibson,  Untying Apron Strincf.-    Chicago I 
Charaoter Associates,  1936.    p.  18. 
29. Otto and Hamrin,  o£.  cit., pp. 236-274. 
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ground activities.    The parents can be encouraged,  through the  school, 
to make a rotating schedule  for the   purpose of giving each parent 
opportunities to   supervise the   different forms of reoreation,  such as 
games, plays,  reading rooms, music activities, etc    The parents and 
children will then have a better  chance  of understanding each other 
and  their emotional  symptoms. 
The Neoeasity for  Religious Training 
Through the proper religious training "the primary school  ohild 
can receive the satisfaction of having his emotional needs met,  the 
oonditlon so necessary to  combat over-aggressive behavior. 
Elisabeth Bradford30 says that one needs religion to have 
good spiritual hsalth.    People worship the gods of mental and physical 
health and so often deny the  true  ^od that the  ohild needs so much. 
Ernest R. "Groves3! plainly asserts that no  civilisation needs to  dis- 
cover Jesus more than our own.    He  also points out that the   church school 
can be used and is widely being used to deliver information and insight 
into various levels of experience.    The  church indeed is one of the best 
places in which to foster ethioal   concepts. 
Everett R.  Clinohy sayst 
"Schools now have  consulting staffs of nurses, doctors and 
psychiatrists to advise on the physical  and mental well- 
being of students.    The time may come when chaplains  serving 
without pay and chosen for a year at a time  by ***«"*•' 
student council, may become public J^ •"«•*«"«■ *T 
religious life of the youngsters.    Why not?    The  United States 
30. Bradford, Elisabeth.    L.t's Talk About Children.    New York. 
Prentice-Hall,  1947.    pp.  1-169. 
31. Groves. Ernest R.    "Christianity and the Family."    New York, 
Maemillan,  1942.    pp.  101-115. 
Army and Navy,  state universities, and  'free'   colleges are aware 
of the  importance of Hie  spiritual integration of individual 
personalities.    The very best psychologists now recognise -ttie 
benefits of religion in emotional  stability and growth of 
personality, 
"If Ameri can parents choose to  be indifferent to the fruit- 
ful impelling force of religious values in education and develop- 
ment of the younger generation, they will saorifioe blindly the 
generating spirit of demooracy.    Our task is to  set ourselves 
against those who wjuld use religious differences to divide us into 
narrow,  hostile groups and instead,  to  give our children the 
ennobling, enriching precepts embedded in the great religious 
tradition of mankind,"32 
Finally,  the substance of ttiis chapter  can be expressed through 
Helen  Gibson Hogue's statement, 
"It is not too much  to hope that by studying the needs of the 
individual human plant,  through the  cooperation of the  home, the 
school,  and toe  church,  that child gardeners may be able  to  develop 
•the wildrose of humanity'  into the  'American Beauty'  of 
civilization."33 
Summary 
In the  study and  survey of the  literature,  for the prevention 
and  cure of over-aggression in the primary school  child,  it was found that 
it  is important and necessary to find how the  child's emotional needs 
can be met satisfactorily.     In so doing the following points must  be 
taken into  consideration* 
1. Adequate provision must  be made for the  child's physical, 
intellectual,  social, and emotional growth. 
2. The education and training for parenthood must come through 
the  school environment. 
32. Clinohy, Everett R.    "Religion, and the American Dream, 
goggalt^Lig ffa'^emocracy,  edited by Florae 6,  * ngham.  Chicago, 
Nationa/congra.s 0f Parents^ d Teachers,  1942.    p.  51. 
33.    Hogue,  0£.  oit.,  p. 1^6. 
3*    The  school environment must provide the neoessary 
training end education for parenthood through the  school  curriculum* 
4. The  school must take  the lead in providing ttie  community 
environment that makes for the child's growth and development. 
5. The  school environment must  lead the way  in educating the 
parents and  children to make the right use of tiie rich  resources of 
the  church. 
CHAPTER  IV 
THE EVALUATION 
After making a aurvey and  study of the literature on the  oourse 
of the primary child's over-aggressive behavior,  the investigator'• 
next step is to apply the information.    From the diagnosis,  one can 
readily see that the prevention and cure of this type  oonduot may take 
an unlimited amount of patience,  planning,  and  skill,  but when one 
considers the after affects, this path of action seems simplest and 
best. 
The prevention and cure of over-aggression in primary sohool 
children must take place with the  child's growth and development,  in 
*e home,  community, and school environment.    The .ohool must take the 
lead in eliminating fee  over-aggression in prijnary  sohool  children by 
educating for  parenthood,  raising the standards of the  community environ- 
ment,  so that it will be a fit place for the child's growth and develop- 
ment, and by fitting and adjusting the school environment to meet the 
needs and requirements of the  human organism. 
The effectiveness of the measures will depend to a large extent 
upon their being used by the  superintendent, principal,  and teacher, the 
teacher must be the "beginner." because,  through her philosophy and 
guidance,  some pupils are eventually going to  develop into superinten- 
dents,  principals,  and even teaohers. 
The information gained from the  eurvey and  study of the  literature 
which can be useful and helpful to the   teacher appear, under the  topi.. 
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ofl     (l)  the child's development and growth;   (2) the home environmentj 
(3) the  community environmentj   (4) and the  school environment. 
The ChiId'8  Growth and development 
The  Illinois Joint Committee on School Health1 at the beginning 
of its plan  of study for  the  child's growth and development gives a 
number of definitions of health,  one of *iich declares,  "Health in the 
human organism is that  condition whioh permits optional functioning of 
th»   individual,  enabling him to  live most and  to serve best in personal 
and  sooial relationships," 
The National Education Association2 goes further and  states what 
the  growing  *ild really needs in the following quotion,  "The growing 
child needs energy for all phases of life.    Energy is developed by the 
proper functioning of the muscular,  circulatory, nervous and digestive 
systems,   all of *iich are  closely interrelated." 
^aniel J. Kelly3 holds that "sooial efficiency" should be the 
main purpose of educating for health and that this purpose or goal is 
only attained through the   ohild's learning and living in the school 
environment. 
Harold K.  Jack*  says,  "The traditional recess period has been 
1 Illinois Joint Committee on School Health. A basic BgJtt 
gtggt Wtnga^Sg <■ Teacher-Training Institutions. Sprxngl.ia. 
The Committee,  1944^    p.  *0« 
yashington.  K   Ci    *5 Association,  1941.    p. 
n. «.i    i     A Praotioal School Healttift^ram.    Monograph 
Maomillen,  1930.    p. 3. 
4.  Jack, Harold K.    toqU*   Education for Small El^entary 
Schools.    New York.    Barnes, 1946.    pp.  1-9. 
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converted into a physical education period in the modern school} however, 
in many cases it has been physical education in name only."    He also 
stresses the importance of being well-prepared for the child's physical 
education arxl that the  activities should be carefully ohosen to take 
oare  of the  different reeds of children,  in order that  all the  pupils 
may take part in learning physical  skills.    These should not be confined 
to physical education classes but should be practiced before and after 
school.    In other words, what the ohild has learned in physical education 
may carry over in his moments of free recreation, 
Nina B. Lamkin stresses the  importance of  considering the 
individual child in healthful school living by sayingi 
"You will,  of course,  consider that each ohild has had a 
different background of experiences in the  home,  in previous  school 
situations, if he has already been in school, and in the  community. 
These experiences have affected his health behaviors,   some of #iioh 
may have been built up through undesirable  influences.    You as the 
teacher, will want to  guide such a ohild toward improved thinking, 
feeling,  and acting, in every day situations.    You will want to help 
the home, without arousing undesirable reactions. 
The teaoher often asks herself if the health is taught in the 
beet way for the  child's growth and development.    Noting from Nina B. 
Lam kin t 
•'Some  of the best health teaching that  you do in your   school 
is«     (1) to teach the  right ways of doing the everyday activities 
in real   situations rfiich occur throughout the  school day,   (2) to 
Sve each boy and girl an opportunity to practice these behavior, 
fn as pleasant situations as possible with seme  ajecess,  and  (3) 
£ "ve them an understanding, according to age. why these are 
desirable ways to  behave. 
So many times the teacher and pupils striving to  accomplish so 
5. Lemkin. Nina B.    Health Education in Rural  Schools and 
Communities.    New Yorki    Barnes,  1946.    pp.  o-a. 
6. Ibid., p.  9. 
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much during the   sohool day beoome overly serious and are under a great 
strain.    Lamkin  continuesi 
"Strain a d fatigue need to   be avoided.    Approval and encourage- 
ment are tools which are invaluable to  the teacher.    Humor should be 
encouraged)  a hearty  laugh eaoh day helps everyone.    It should not 
be a laugh at the expense of anyone, but a  laugh about something 
which is really funny but will not embarrass anyone.    Rest periods 
probably should always be arranged for the  young child.    The child•■ 
natural interests and activity will be  considered by the  real teacher, 
who  is planning for the best growth and development of each ohild." 
In considering the scope of the health end  physical  education with- 
in the sohool for the  child's needs, Williams and Brownell  says that it 
may be placed under the three following headingsi 
"1.    Healthful sohool  living. 
2. Health service. 
3. Health instructions."8 
Under these three headings will be placed what many authorities 
recommend for  the  teacher's use. 
General Healthful School Living 
1. The  heating of  classroom, use of thermometer. 
2. Seating arrangements, adjustment of the seat to fit the   child. 
3. Ventilation,  importance of having windows raised from top to 
bottom. 
4. Lighting,  arrangement of  seats with  lighting coming over 
left shoulder. 
6.    Fire protection,  adequate number of fire  drills. 
7. Ibid.,  p.  19. 
8. Williams,  Jease 'erring and Brownell,  Clifford Lee.    The 
Administration of  Health and  Physical Education.    Philadelphia! 
Saunders,  1946.     p. 27. 
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6*    Water supply, water fountain* or drinking cups obtained 
through parents and principal, 
7. Clean bathrooms and  supplies obtained through parents, 
principal, and janitors* 
8, Clean halls and  lunchroom attained through working with 
prinoipal and janitor, 
9*    Clean  playgrounds attained -through working with pupils 
(cooperation and help), 
10. Good allotment of time for rest,  play periods end school 
activities. 
11. Schedule for day planned to  keep obvious discipline at a 
minimum, 
12. Use of prevention and cure  for aggressive behaviors, 
13. Adjustment of the day's schedule to   fit the needs of each 
child. 
14. Walls  clean and attractive. 
15. Proper  shades obtained through the   prinoipal and janitor. 
16. Blackboards  olean and of correct height. 
17. Good wholesome  lunches for the  children obtained through 
the cooperation of the  parents and welfare agencies. 
18. Paper towels and  soap secured through the  cooperation of 
principal and janitorial servioe. 
19. First aid kit in  olassroom obtained through the parents,  etc. 
Adequate Health Service 
1. Morning inspection by teacher. 
2. Children tested for physical  defects with the cooperation of 
public health nurse and dootor. 
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3. Weighing children monthly and measuring ahildren three tAm«s 
a school year. 
4. Informing for,  and cooperation with, -the parents for the 
correction of physical defects, 
5. Cooperation with public health  nurse  in  securing physical 
protection for children through -vaccinations and physical examinations. 
Also  obtaining publio health servioes for  children who have physioal, 
mental,  and emotional disturbances. 
Good Health Instruction 
1. Always use the  principles of child care and guidance. 
2. Teach cleanliness by having children wash hands before eating 
and before  leaving the bathroom. 
3. Teach the care of teeth by having tooth brush drills. 
4. '^'each the  care of the hair by having one group at a time 
comb hair before the wall mirror.     Insist that each child have his own 
comb. 
5. Teach nutrition through helping the  child to  select and 
plan good lunches. 
6. 1'eaoh the proper care  of  hands and nails through motivation 
of drills and songs. 
7. Teaoh the  care of clothing by seeing that  eaoh child has a 
place to hang wraps.    Hooks may be obtained through parents, principal, 
and hooks placed by janitoral service, or older   boy. 
8. Emphasize the importance of medical attention and care through 
use of first-aid kit obtained through parents. 
9. Isolate the sick child  if he cannot be  sent home. 
10. Teach good habits of  cleanliness by giving the pupils op- 
portunities to  participate in the hou sekeeping activities.    1'his will give 
the pupils the needed feeling of  "belongingness." 
11. Obtain the parents'   oooperation through visitation, mother's 
clubs,  report cards. 
12. Teach health instructions  through! 
a. singing health  songs. 
b. making experience reading oharts and booklets. 
c. drawing health pictures such as this is  the way to 
brash our teeth, etc. 
d. modelling clay vegetables and fruits. 
e. dramatizing health stories and  somgs. 
f. preparing and having vegetable and  fruit parties 
g. excursions to  food  stores, bakeries,  dairies,  etc. 
13. Help the parents to   interpret and read the  TABLES of food. 
14. Attempt to work out the food requirements that are lacking 
in each child's diet with the  oooperation of parents,  home economics 
department,  and public health nurse. 
15. Give health instructions through films and library materials. 
16. Interest parents,  throu^i mother's clubs, in purchasing and 
using recommended books on  child's growth and development. 
17. May provide  for "pay off" in the form of choosing those pupils 
who are deserving of praise to  be the captain of or to take   charge of 
the  cloakroom,  line, bathroom, playground equipment, wrap removal routine, 
class library, bulletin boards, paints and brushes,  etc 
Home Environment 
Dr.  Franklin H. McNutt9  says that  attitudes and interests are 
9. McNutt, franklin H,    Character  Education.    Class Lecture, 
Winston-Sal em. North Carolina,  April 14,  1947. 
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caught, not taught necessarily.    The parents will  soon oatch interest 
from the  ohild who brings home new, interesting ideas of growth and 
development learned at  school.    For example,  one mother became   so interested 
through the  child's information gained at school that her menus were 
entirely changed and she began a s>od nutrition program.    In another  case 
a child became   so interested in the care of his teeth that  his parents 
were persuaded to  obtain dental attention and care for him.    Another 
child taught the parents to  say "please" and "thank you." 
Ruth B.  Grout10 expresses the  idea of Caining the  parents' 
interest through invitations to attend health parties,  health films, 
mother's  and father's  clubs.    At these meetings toe parents and teacher 
may discuss topics related to the  child's needs,  such as the  care and 
protection of the child's eyes  and the  proper lighting for the  room or 
the importance of nutrition in toe   child's growth and development,   good 
dental  care  for  the  child, medical attention for any remediable physical 
defects,  the child's proper care and  his clothing, the mental   hygiene and 
emotional development  in the  child's growth,  the importance of rest, 
sleep,  and relaxation,  the   importance of toe  parents being "response 
models" in the home,  the  importance of personal  cleanliness,  fresh air 
and sunshine, the  importance of exercise and play in the child's posture, 
and the  child's  growth and health habits in general. 
Cutts and Moseley" atress the  importance of the teacher visiting 
the parents of  toe pupils.    The teacher with the knowledge of toe  child's 
10    Qrout. Ruth B.    "Handbook of Health Education" A Guide for 
T^Hers1?; Rural'4ools.    New York,    Doubleday.  1936.    pp.  8-33. 
11.  Cutts. Norma 1. and Moseley. Nicholas.    Practical   School 
Discipline and Mental Hygiene.    Boston.    Houghton,  1941.    PP 
needs and the  problems that the parents face  can be a very stimulating 
force for child care and guidanoe.    The teacher may gain the parents' 
cooperation in seeing that the  child gets the right foods,   sleep, glasses, 
if they are needed.    She may also aid, by her  oounsel,  in getting the 
child to school in good  condition and on time. 
On the teacher's part,  she may gain information concerning the 
child's needs for affection and  security,  response,  "belongingness, 
"sensual gratification," achievement,  and recognitionj  which will help 
in solving many over-aggressive behavior problems.    The teacher may 
secure  facts for permanent records,  birth certificates,  date of weaning, 
date of walking and talking, aooount of any birth injuries,  serious 
accidents and illnesses,  the family history,  the  sire of the family, the 
child's position in the family, the   child's experiences, the sleeping 
arrangement,  the  child's fears, and the methods of discipline used by 
the parents.    However,  authorities say it is better for the parents to 
come to the  school for a  conference with the teacher to  discuss any 
over-aggressive behavior in the  ohild. 
Since the teacher is  so important to  ihe   child's growth and 
development,  she must  look well to her  own physical and mental  health. 
Mitts  and Lloseley says 
"If the teacher is  to  play the part we have for her in the drama 
of discipline,  she must keep in the best of physical health,  she 
must practice sound mental hygiene,  she must  love her job.    Her 
fellow citizens must see  to it that the  oonditions under which she 
works are oonducive to each of these three points.    They must 
provide her  with adequate  compensation,  security,  good buildings and 
equipment,  and good books and educational materials.    The  sire of her 
classes must be  small enough to   let her  know the children and help 
them as individuals.    In helping those children who have been un- 
fortunate and are  handicapped,   she must be given expert assistance. 
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But when all is said and done,  the teacher herself is our hope  for 
duoing crime and promoting mental health in the  United States."12 re 
The Teacher in the Community 
The teacher begins work for  &>od community living within her  own 
classroom by being the  "response model" that the pupils may follow and 
admire.    Leslie B. Hohman13 says that  so many times the teacher has ideas, 
ideals,  and ambitions which she makes attractive to  the pupils, but fails 
in providing the  "fundamental habits" of aotion and tiie feeling that is 
so necessary in having them become  a part of the pupils. 
The  primary teacher  at the  first of the school year may begin 
providing the  right  "fundamental habits" of action and feeling by taking 
her classes on field trips within the  school environment.    These trips 
maybe to the office to get acquainted with the principal  and to bring 
about a feeling of friendliness and goodwill,  or to the  classrooms to 
become acquainted with the other teachers and pupils and  to  see the 
interesting ttings they are doing,  to  learn tte names of the various 
rooms and their uses.    The teacher must always  set the  stage for these 
trips through conversations and discussions,  such as methods of getting 
to the various rooms in the  building without disturbing other people, 
keeping safe on the  stairs and in the  halls, what to  look for.  and *. 
foms of response one should use,   such as  saying "thank you."  "excuse 
me,"  or waiting one's turn. 
Robert Hill Lane" -ays that  «rt primary school  child may be 
12. Ibid.,  p.  269. 
13. Hohman.  Leslie >.    * the Twig is Bent.    New York,    Um 
millan,  1940. p. 29. 
14. Lane. *obert »".    J,     Win th. Modern Elementary 
School.    Boston,  Houghton,  1941.    pp.  103-113. 
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taught the  feelings of affection and  security response,  "belongingnees," 
achievement,  ail recognition,  in the  classroom through social living, 
nature  study and  soienoe, the  language  arts,  "the  aesthetics," the 
practical arts,  "the  skills." 
The following related activities may be placed under the  heading 
of social livings    dramatic play,  such as playing house, father, mother, 
boatman, fireman,  getting ready for doll party,  building with blocks and 
naterials,  dramatising stories, the "general experiences" through trips, 
excursions,   responsibilities for the care  of the  classroom,  errands, 
paint brushes,   clay,  playing of games,  playground materials,  correct use 
of bathroom, making plans for the day's work,  following directions, 
evaluating the  results,  encouraging attitudes  such as  respect for the 
rights of others,  good behavior in general, how to  be thoughtful and 
helpful to others, how to be good sports,  the  right treatment of animals, 
writing about trips,  visits made to other  schools,  cultivating courteous 
and friendly manners, how to   play host to  guests of the classroom. 
Through nature study and science the primary ahild may observe 
insects,  look for butterflies, wild flowers, trees, watch for the 
farmer's friends  (birds, toads, etc.), the bees in the hives, the 
farmer at work,  the  care and treatment of pets.    The child may also 
make  experiments,   such as planting seed, and watching the  results of 
gemination,  raising flower, or potato vines,  observing the weather, 
making weather  charts, etc.,  taking trip, to obaerv. farm animal, or 
tho.e at the  zoo. making collection, of -eeds. acorns,  leaves, wild 
flowers,  empty bird nests,  feathers,  etc.. making  and caring for garden, 
reading thermometers, helping t.   control the ventilation of room.  etc. 
in the language arts some of the  primary school  child's need. 
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can be met through!     (l)  conversation,  suoh as that involved in telling 
about his experiences,  exchanging opinions on trips;  telling one's hone 
address,  telephone number,  giving full name of father  and mother) making 
plans for the day;  disoussing and making health rules;  planning health 
parties;  acquiring new words and phrases;  discussing pictures and giving 
helpful  suggestions;  discussing ttie   correct way of introducing parents, 
friends,  and new pupils to  the  class; making announcements, etc.;   (2)  in 
reading labels,  pioture books,  dictating experiences for  beard,  charts, 
letters,  and notices;  bringing new books for the teacher to  read,  reading 
chart stories; reading and recognizing name on personal belongings; 
writing letters, etc.;  reading and  placing notices on bulletin board, 
dictating experiences and observations for reading charts,  letters, 
reading classroom library books,  reading to  gi ve pleasure for others, 
conducting book olub,  choral reading, eto. 
Ifea primary school  ohild obtains some of his needs, especially 
"sensual  gratifications," through   "aesthetics,"  such as modelling of 
clay,  drawing, painting with  calcimine and water colors,  chalk,  finger- 
paints,   singing songs,  playing in rhythm band,  dancing and playing, 
walking,  jumping,  skipping, making puppets for  show, and taking walks 
to  study the form and  color of trees,  etc. 
The primary ohild receives the answer to  some of  his recognition 
and achievement needs through the use of practical arts,  such as building 
with blocks, working with simple tools, making gifts for parents and 
.friends, making rugs,  belts,  hot  pads,  covering books,  doll clothes, etc., 
cooking,  giving parties for parents and friend, and using the thinfis 
they each made and serving the  refreshments they had prepared,  etc. 
The pupils can obtain their emotional needs through the  "skills" 
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by being cordial and courteous to visitors,  sharing belongings, helping 
others,  playing games without fighting and quarreling,  introducing 
people, looping the room orderly, handling books  and supplies quietly; 
handling of blocks quietly, walking and  skipping correctly,  jumping 
rope,  using soft -voice*  counting lunch money oorreotly,  recognizing 
coins  in daily use,  counting objects and people correotly,  solving of 
simple problems,  taking care of playground equipment, keeping clean and 
neat;   oaring for  classroom and supplies  so  they will not be destroyed; 
taking oare   of personal belongings;  practicing simple skills in reading, 
writing, arithmetic,   spelling;   learning to  conduct a class meeting, etc. 
The  teacher may get a clear conception of the  community through 
R. M.  Maoiver's following assertiont 
"Community is not an organio,  it is a spiritual unity.     It 
rests on the  common and interdependent purposes of social beings. 
But community is not  therefore to be thought  of as a greater mind 
or soul.    There are two forms of  spiritual integrity, one the 
indissoluble integrity of the  single mind, the  other the  community 
of minds in social  relations.    The  two forms of unity are totally 
disparate,  yet nothing is more  common,  or more fatal to a true 
perspective or  oommunity,  than the  confusion of them.    Because a 
community is a union of minds,  it is not therefore itself a mind. 
Robert Hill Lane16 stresses the importance of the teacher 
using her  influences  and «W  right of voting to make the  community a 
place where the child's needs may be met.    She should make  use of the 
resources of the  community,  such as the public library, market, 
bakeries, dairies,  stores, bus  stations,  city halls,  newspapers,  post 
office,  civic  centers, etc.    The teacher  can use her   influence  for good 
15. Maciver, *. M.    "Community"    A Sociological Itudgi     Being an 
Attempt to  Set Out the  Nature and Fundamental iW'of Socia]*Life.    Boston, 
Liaomillan,  1936.    p.  76, 
16. Lane,   op_.  cit., pp. 47-69. 
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in her relationship with the leaders of the   community, and she can often 
find rich resources by using the community talents.    The teacher may 
receive and obtain help for the primary school  ohild's needs through 
various organisations,   such as the Y.  M.  C. A.,  Y, VI.  C. A.,  Boy 
Scouts,   ^irl aoouts,  "elfare Agencies,  Health department.  Community 
Chest, etc.    Churoh organizations  can also prove very valuable in 
helping to  supply the  child's needs.    Often the  child's over-aggressive 
behavior can be eliminated entirely by the supplying through some church 
organization of a satisfaction that the child is missing. 
The teacher,  through group  singing,   can also help bring about 
good  "sooial-mindedness" among the parents and pupils and the   community 
so that each individual will want to grow and develop for the sake of 
the others.    T0 quote Augustus D.  Zanzigi 
"Leotures,  books and magazines or newspaper articles are 
not enough for the task.     Ideas  of social well-being, of economic 
and social  readjustment and cooperative effort,  are by themselves 
for the most people only remotely,  if at all,  related to actual, 
daily living.    They must be brought from the coolness of the 
intellect to the warmth of the  heart.    Them must be a basis of 
feeling,  of attitude for them,  a soil in which they oan take root. 
The singing of people together oan go  far toward establishing 
that basis.    The wise cultivation of  community singing in the  oities 
and towns throughout the  country might help much to bring about a 
new state of mind -  sooial,  courageous and eager for positive 
action in enough people to make  safely possible now a great lor- 
ward movement that may otherwise take many years of troublous 
uncoordinated effort. 
School Environment 
Franklin H. MoNutt18  says that the  teaoher should study the 
17. Zanzig, Augustus D.    Community and Assembly Singing.    New 
York!    M. Whitmark and  Sons,  1933T    p.  6. 
18. MoNutt.  'ranklin H.    Character Pupation.     Class Lecture. 
Winston-Salem, North Carolina,  Maroh 3, 1947. 
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situation of the school environment, be pleasant about it, but should 
be able to point out flaws and suggest ways of improving the  situation. 
After the teaoher has established understanding and friendly 
relationships,  the parents and  community will be more apt in under- 
standing the needs of the  children and will  supply the school equipment, 
materials,  and supplies.    The teaoher  should then make an  inventory of 
the school environment and find how this may be improved to meet the 
child's needs. 
Ruth E.   Grout*9 gives a  school health inventory from whioh has 
been gathered helpful  suggestions and ideas.    The teaoher may ask herself 
if the  following are true statements of her situation and what she can do 
about iti 
1. Adequate water  supply. 
2. Sufficient drinking fountains or paper  cups. 
3. Sufficient and adequate bathrooms and supplies  (toilets.) 
4. Sufficient lavatories or hand-washing facilities and supplies. 
5. Adequate and sufficient heating,  lighting,  ventilation. 
6. Correct room arrangement and sanitation,   shades adequate 
and sufficient. 
7. Adequate  safety equipment! 
a. first-aid kit 
b. fire  extinguisher 
o.    safe playground equipment 
d.    playground safely graded and drained. 
8. Lunch room. 
a. adequate supply of hot and cold water 
b. foods kept oool 
19.   Grout,  o£.  olt.,  pp. 34-47. 
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o. lunches end milk brought from home oovered from flies 
d. oil  cloth, or clean tops for  tables 
a. napkins provided 
f» soales provided 
g, lunches served hot and on time 
h. wholesome food enoouraged 
i. good seating space 
j. good window screens,  etc# 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, REC0»3ffiNDATI0NS 
Summary 
A survey of ttie  literature reveals muoh on the subjeot of over- 
aggression in primary ohildren.    The materials found may be grouped in 
two main categories!    causes,  prevention,  and cure. 
Causes 
The investigator  found many varied theories on the  causes of 
over-aggression in the primary child.    The wisest of these appeared to 
be that of letting the  child express his aggression in well directed 
outlets so  that aggressions would not be turned in and thus cause the 
children to become  "maaoohists" enjoying pain,  or enjoying having others 
inflict pain upon them. 
The  child's emotional needs demand affection and security, 
response,   "belongingness,"  "sensory gratifications," achievement,  and 
recognition.    The  source of over-aggression lies in the blocking of the 
child's  "goal-responses."    Such blockings occur in situations similar to 
the followingI 
1.    Child's parental relationships and home  conditions such asi 
a. overly-striot end  overly-indulgent parents. 
b. broken homes. 
o.    other members of the  home and sibling rivalry. 
d. vocational and economic status and  social adjustment 
of the parents. 
e. unwholesome standards and illegitimacy. 
f. health of parents. 
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2*    Community environment which lacks adequate facilities for 
reoreation and play under good  supervision. 
3*    The child's health and physical   conditions* 
4. The child's mental and hereditary factors. 
5. The  pupil's  school environment* 
Prevention and Cure 
In the  survey and study of the  literature for tiie prevention 
and cure of over-aggress ion in the primary school child,  it was found 
important that the  child's emotional needs be met in the following ways t 
1. Adequate provision must be made for the  child's physical, 
intellectual,   social,  and emotional growth* 
2. The education and training for parenthood must  come  through 
the school environment* 
3*    The  school environment must provide the necessary training 
and education for parenthood through the school  curriculum. 
4. The school must take the  lead in providing the  community 
environment that makes for the   child's adequate growth and development. 
5. The  school environment must  lead the way in educating the 
parents and  children to make the right use of the rich resources of the 
church* 
Re commend ati ons 
The primary school teaoher desiring to prevent the  development 
of over-aggressive behavior  in her pupils, or to minimise and correct 
such behavior  already ingrained in some of the pupils,  should observe the 
following principles and procedures gleaned from the literature  on the 
subject* 
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1. The teacher's all-rounded fitness for the task,  physical, 
cental, emotional, and  social. 
SL.    experience  personal serenity and good adjustment to  life. 
(l) requires happiness end  satisfaction. 
(2}  respond directly and  easily to the  spirit of childhood. 
2. The teacher's belief in the  coanrd-unent to the task. 
a. faith in the  child's growth and development. 
b. a feelinj of the importance and wsrth of the task. 
3. The teacher's economic security in the  trork that brings for 
reace of nind through! 
a. adequate  salary. 
b. accident, health,  sick relief-benefits, and retirement 
policies. 
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